Wire Detail Sheet

Invoice: __________________  PO: __________________________  Item: __________________________

List the material content breakdown of the item by percentage by weight: ________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Is the wire rolled, extruded, drawn, forged or other? _____________________________________________

    If other, describe: _________________________________________________________________

Is wire cold formed? Yes __________ or No __________

    If No, please describe how it is formed: ______________________________________________

Is wire heat treated? Yes _________ or No __________

Is wire polished? Yes __________  or  No __________

Is wire plated or polished? __________________________

    If plaited, what is it the plaiting? __________________________

Is wire flat or round? ____________________________

    If wire is round, state AWG gauge or diameter of wire (state in mm) ______________________

    If wire is flat, what is the thickness & width? ___________________________________________

How is wire sold? (Spools, coils, cut to length, other) ___________________________________________

    If other, please explain.